
Class Blogs: to 

facilitate the 

learning process, 

we regularly 

post learning 

materials online. 

The content of 

the Class Blogs 

will enable 

parents to 

support their 

child at home. 

This half term we will be completing the book 'Who Let the Gods Out', 
exploring the author's choice of language to describe a variety of settings. 

The children will be using the text to inspire their own setting 
descriptions. In addition, we will explore a variety of Shakespeare plays, 

evaluating language choice and mood. The children will use drama to 
enhance their writing. 

In SPaG we will be consolidating the children's knowledge of grammar and 
spelling rules taught throughout the year to prepare for the KS2 SPaG test. 

For homework, children will also be asked to learn the statutory spellings 
for Year 5 and 6 alongside their weekly spelling rule. We will also be giving 
children an additional piece of Maths and Reading work to complete per 

week.

This half term we will be recapping all previous Maths topics in 
preperation for the SATs, including: place value; four operations; fractions, 

decimals and percentages; algebra; geometry and position; ratio; and 
conversion. We will also regularly practise arithmetic skills. 

Please use 'Complete Maths Tutor' and Google Classroom to support all 
learning and complete homework tasks. 

The Human Circultory System

Our topic will start with children making blood using four ingredients 
matched to blood's main components. 

We will be finding out how the heart works and how blood gets pumped 
around the body. Children will have the opportunity to research the 

impact of diet, exercise and drugs on the body. Let’s get our heart rate up 
and improve our fitness.

In Computing children will be creating their own quizzes on 2DIY and 
2Quiz. They will have the opportunity to challenge their peers on topics 
they have selected.  Our topic in Geography will be Kirkstall Abbey. The 
children will complete a study evaluating settlements and develop an 
understanding of why the monks decided to inhabit Kirkstall Abbey, 

instead of the previous site. In ART we will using the 'Field of Cloth Gold' 
as inspirational art work to inspire our printing. We will be using a range 

of methods to create our own 'Field of Cloth Gold'. In RE we will be 
studying Islam and recalling our prior knowledge Islamic beliefs and where 
Muslims worship. We will then compare this faith to other faiths we have 
studied.  In Spanish we will be learning how to say greetings, numbers to 

100 and about our families and school.

Educational Experience -

This half term the children will take part in 
a Shakespeare workshop. This will be on 

the 17th May.  
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